
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW@2022.06.24 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 1, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R65.000, 12:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ANTONIA AUGUSTA and BAVARIAN JET need to improve to win a race but are could 
be capable of earning some minor money. ECLAIR was only run out of it late on debut and with normal 
improvement expected she does look the one to beat. ONNETILIA did not show much on her Polytrack 
debut but is likely to improve trying the turf. SUGARBERRY is well drawn. She is improving and should 
contest the finish once again. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Eclair, #11 Sugarberry, #6 Head Mistress, #2 Bavarian Jet 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 2, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R70.000, 12:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: COASTAL PATH showed promise when winning on debut. That was on a soft track 
though. KHAYA'S HOPE has been a bit of a disappointment since scoring nicely on debut. He has tended 
to hang in his races which makes it tough for his rider. He does have ability though and will be right there 
at the finish. SAND BANK is improving and won full of running last time out. The Sharon Kotzen-trained 
pair of INDY VIEW and LE BONHEUR put in pleasing debuts and deserve the utmost respect. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Coastal Path, #5 Indy View, #2 Khaya's Hope, #6 Le Bonheur 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 3, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R65.000, 13:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MARADIVA has already been runner-up in three of his starts so far. He is battling to win 
a race but could do so at any time. MY LORD AND MASTER has been unsuccessful at winning after 20 
starts but is quite capable of earning another stake cheque. ABSOLU NOIR was a bitter disappointment 
last time but is speedy and does have a winning chance. MISS ROSE could earn some minor money. 
Watch the betting on the two newcomers from the Alan Greeff yard, SOUTH WESTER and YAMAYA. 
TIPSY TINA was tried in a strong race last time after showing promise in her second start. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Maradiva, #14 Tipsy Tina, #2 My Lord And Master, #3 Absolu Noir 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 4, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R65.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: JAPAN APPROVAL is one of three Gavin Smith-trained runners carded for this race. 
She did not show much on her local debut and although vast improvement is likely, she does need it a lot 
further than this distance. ALASTRIONA showed promise on debut and is likely to be a lot smarter this 
time. Watch the betting also on stable companion VICKEYNEKI. SAILAWAY WITH ME has been finishing 
her races off nicely and could be ready to score. DREAM STAR has only had the two starts and should 
improve. GAILIEA is clearly better than her last run would suggest. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Sailaway With Me, #5 Alastriona, #8 Dream Star, #9 Vickeyneki 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 5, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R63.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: A tough race to be confident in finding the winner. CHLORIS is in good form and should 
fight out the finish. FORWARD MARCH is battling to regain winning form but could earn some minor 
money. MISS OTIS could show improvement. TAMIL TIGER is clearly better than his disappointing last 
run and would not be a surprise winner. Stable companion MAIDEN'S COVE is currently reserve runner 2 
but has a winning chance if making it into the line-up. 
 



Selections: 
#2 Chloris, #5 Miss Venezuela, #9 Arion Of Adrast, #7 Meeneera 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 6, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R65.500, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Another interesting contest. MOON GAME and SEATTLE BEAT don't always show their 
best form but are clearly not out of it either. BOLD RESOLVE has shown good improvement since 
blinkers were added. He is usually slowly away but is capable of a strong finish. BUTTERCUP is 
improving and won well last time out. MASTERFUL has lost his form of late but could surprise. WILDEYE 
is capable of improvement. FLINDERS RANGE makes his local debut after a change of trainer and could 
also improve. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Bold Resolve, #11 Flinders Range, #2 Seattle Beat, #1 Moon Game 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 7, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R67.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TWICE TO HEAVEN was not disgraced when third last time out and could earn some 
more money. Trainer Zietsman Oosthuizen has a couple of runners in this who are capable of running 
well. ALADO'S PRIDE and FAT CIGAR both prefer the turf and could pop up. GOLD ROCK is 
course-and-distance suited and ran a good race last time. HOMER FIDGET does not always show his 
best side but could earn some more money. JACK AND GINGER is in good heart and deserves respect. 
VIDA FUTURA was well backed to win his local debut. He looked an unlucky loser. MORSE was a winner 
the last time he was on turf. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Vida Futura, #4 Gold Rock, #6 Mhlabeni, #7 Fat Cigar 
 
Fairview, 24.06.2022, Race 8, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R65.500, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: We should see another close, competitive finish. PAM'S PRINCESS is in good form and 
should be right there. PARIS OPERA is clearly better than her last run would suggest and could bounce 
back to score. ANGEL DEB'S could be better than rated but we will see how she goes in this race. MI 
AMI BEACH won full of running on debut and must be considered. EASY LIVING is a juvenile running 
against her elders but could well be up to that task. 
 
Selections: 
#16 Easy Living, #1 Pam's Princess, #8 Phedra, #2 Paris Opera 
 
Best Win: #4 ECLAIR                               
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #16 EASY LIVING                         


